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SUMMARY This study proposes a novel machine learning architec-
ture and various learning algorithms to build-in anti-phishing services for
avoiding cyber-phishing attack. For the rapid develop of information tech-
nology, hackers engage in cyber-phishing attack to steal important personal
information, which draws information security concerns. The prevention
of phishing website involves in various aspect, for example, user training,
public awareness, fraudulent phishing, etc. However, recent phishing re-
search has mainly focused on preventing fraudulent phishing and relied on
manual identification that is inefficient for real-time detection systems. In
this study, we used methods such as ANOVA, X2, and information gain
to evaluate features. Then, we filtered out the unrelated features and ob-
tained the top 28 most related features as the features to use for the training
and evaluation of traditional machine learning algorithms, such as Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) with linear or rbf kernels, Logistic Regres-
sion (LR), Decision tree, and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). This research
also evaluated the above algorithms with the ensemble learning concept by
combining multiple classifiers, such as Adaboost, bagging, and voting. Fi-
nally, the eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) model exhibited the best
performance of 99.2%, among the algorithms considered in this study.
key words: anti-phishing, machine learning algorithm, ensemble learning
mechanism, cyber attack

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of communication technolo-
gies, people have become increasingly dependent on infor-
mation technology. In contrast, people have also become
increasingly dependent on Internet services since the emer-
gence of the Internet of Things. To make our life more
convenient, all types of application services are gradually
emerging, such as bank transfers, online credit cards, and
online shopping. To ensure that a purchaser is a legitimate
user, personal information needs to be uploaded to the ap-
plication database for verification via the Internet. As user
information must be uploaded via the Internet, many hack-
ers engage in financial crimes and computer attacks. Among
them, phishing is a method to steal personal data through the
Internet [1].

Phishing is a cyber-crime based on social engineering.
It uses the careless nature of human beings to achieve the
purpose of committing crimes, which leads to the leakage
of the victim’s personal information. Phishing attacks may
even extend to a company or an organization, causing the
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Fig. 1 Statistics of phishing websites from PhishTank

leakage of information within the company or organization.
Once the data are leaked, the attacker can perform more se-
rious internal attacks [2].

According to the analysis of the APWG in 2018, phish-
ing attacks were found in more than 200 different top-level
domain names, and the services of free domain names con-
tinued to be abused. In the third quarter of 2017, the number
of phishing attacks counted by the APWG was 296,208, an
increase of nearly 23,000 over the previous quarter. Among
them, SAAS and webmail providers had a significantly
increased the number of targeted phishing attacks [3], as
shown in Fig. 1.

1.1 Motivation

In the existing detection technologies, blacklisting is mainly
used for phishing detection. The blacklist method is mainly
based on a comparison with the phishing links that were
previously reported by victims [4]. However, this technol-
ogy has some problems. Because the victim may not nec-
essarily return the URL of the phisher and it is possible
that the phishing URL has not appeared, the database is not
recorded, and the user will be deceived.

In addition, there are many related studies that pro-
pose detection through image analysis and similarity tech-
niques [5], [6]. However, these methods require a long
run time, and the image database needs to include multi-
ple pages for each page of a legitimate website; otherwise,
it will be considered suspicious.

In recent years, many different machine learning al-
gorithms have been developed for phishing detection. The
main objective of the present study is to improve the overall
training structure of these algorithms and improve the accu-
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racy of the architecture.

1.2 Contribution

The proposed architecture mainly uses machine learning al-
gorithms to train phishing detection models. During the
training period, this research also added other frameworks
for preprocessing. The purpose of preprocessing was to fil-
ter out the unrelated or noise-related features in advance.
This process improved the effectiveness of the training
model. It also included feature extraction, evaluation, and
coding modules that were pre-processed. After the design
of the overall architecture, the stability and the accuracy of
the original model were further improved, and the model
was made more efficient and stable.

The contributions of this study can be summarized as
follows.

• In this research, we extracted the characteristics of the
previous literature and then, further analyzed and eval-
uated whether these characteristics had the same in-
fluence and relevance for the current phishing issue,
which can help other threat experts understand the im-
portant characteristics of phishing research.
• We analyzed the phishing issue and trained from the

extracted features by using different machine learning
algorithms such as voting, bagging, and Adaboost, that
is to understand what kind of algorithm is suitable for
our extracted features in this study.
• To enhance the variability of our trained model, we fur-

ther apply imbalanced learning method and evaluate
the model performance for phishing detection.

The novelty of this paper is we mainly propose to use
unbalanced learning algorithms, such as SMOTE, to achieve
better performance for different integrated learning algo-
rithms. We found that using the final extracted 28 features
from feature evaluation module to train the model could
achieve higher accuracy through the XGBoost algorithm
with imbalanced learning. In addition to filtering out un-
related feature information from feature extraction module,
the SMOTE method also improves the detection coverage
of the model, making the detection model more robust and
accurate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The
Sect. 2 introduces the background knowledge of phishing
website detection and the research related to this study.
The proposed intelligent learning architecture is described
in Sect. 3. The performance analysis and the parameter set-
tings of this study are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, we de-
scribe the conclusions and future work in Sect. 5.

2. Related Work

In the recent years, many methods to detect phishing, such
as webpage similarity, blacklisting, and image processing,
have been developed. These methods can be roughly di-
vided into three categories, namely blacklisting, visual sim-

ilarity analysis, and heuristics analysis. Some of these vari-
ous technologies are described below.

2.1 Blacklist

Blacklisting is a traditional phishing detection technique.
This technique mainly involves a comparison with the
phishing URLs reported by previous victims. When a vic-
tim is deceived by clicking on a phishing email, the URL
will be reported back and stored in the database after being
verified by the analysis engineer [7], [8].

Therefore, when a user browses the webpage through
the browser, this URL will be compared with the blacklist
before being sent to the DNS. When this URL is success-
fully matched with the URL in the database, it will be iden-
tified as a suspicious or dangerous URL, and the user will
be warned and blocked to ensure that the user can detect it
and protect himself/herself in advance.

Most of the existing browsers or DNS, including
Google, Firefox, and Quad9 [9], use the blacklisting tech-
nology for defense. However, the blacklist database is built
via victim or user replies; this has the disadvantage of being
unable to detect a URL that has not been replied to earlier.

2.2 Visual Similarity Analysis

In the recent years, an analysis of image similarity has also
been used for phishing detection. This technology mainly
captures the image of the page to be recognized and per-
forms feature extraction through algorithms such as SIFT,
SURF, and HOG. Finally, this image is compared with all
the images in the image database, and the URLs of the sim-
ulated legitimate websites will be extracted and compared
with each other.

Haruta et al. [10] proposed the use of an image similar-
ity analysis for phishing detection. Their method combines
an image similarity analysis and the CSS format to identify
legitimate websites and phishing websites. In this mecha-
nism, the authors prepared many image databases and im-
ages of new web pages, and then, stored the corresponding
CSS format of each web page in another database for the
searching process. If there is a similar web page in the im-
age database, the given web page will be recognized as a
phishing website. Afroz et al. [6] proposed the PhishZoo ar-
chitecture. This architecture is mainly based on hierarchical
concepts. First, the author compares the suspicious web-
site with the proposed whitelist. If the identification URL is
not on the whitelist, the SIFT technology is used to analyze
the image similarity between the author proposed normal
page screenshot and suspicious webpage, and compare other
webpage features, such as HTML, tokens, and other feature
information. In contrast, if the recognition result matches
the URL listed in the whitelist, the given website will be
identified as normal website.

Image based methods, such as image similarity analy-
sis, logo analysis, or CSS format comparisons, have the dis-
advantage of could not recognize efficiently when the URL
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to be identified is not in the already built image database or
logo database.

2.3 Heuristics Analysis

A heuristic analysis is conducted to extract the unique char-
acteristics of past legitimate websites and phishing websites,
such as URL, HTML source code, and the who-is infor-
mation. The extracted features are quantified, trained, and
learned through artificial intelligence algorithms, thus en-
hancing the phishing identification capabilities of the detec-
tion model.

Subasi et al. [11] used different algorithms for the train-
ing of phishing detection models. These algorithms in-
cluded Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [1], [12], [13],
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [14], Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [15], [16], C4.5 Decision Tree [17], [18], Random
Forest (RF) [19], etc. According to the analysis results
of this experiment, the authors proposed that the dataset
provided by the UCI machine learning repository [20] was
more suitable for training and prediction through a tree-
structured algorithm. However, the accuracy and the sta-
bility of the model trained by a single machine learning
algorithm were not excellent; therefore, some researchers
proposed to train the model by using the method of ensem-
ble learning [21]. Shiraz et al. [1] proposed a framework for
automated phishing detection architecture based on the fea-
tures defined by Mohammad et al. [21], which contained five
types of feature information: URL, DNS, external statis-
tics, HTML, and JavaScript. In the training process, the
authors used different optimization methods for the deep
learning architecture, such as adagrad, adadelta, and gra-
dient descent; further, they used different kernel functions
for the SVM algorithms. Verma et al. [22] used four differ-
ent sources of datasets for training and analysis, including
PhishTank.com, APWG, and the DMOZ Open Directory
Project [23]. The authors used the logistic regression [24],
J48 decision tree [18], and random forest algorithms [25],
and analyzed the accuracy of the models through five cross-
validations. Finally, the authors evaluated more relevant
feature combinations and trained the most effective detec-
tion models. The most commonly used methods for its al-
gorithms include Voting [21], [26]–[28], Stacking [21], Ad-
aboost [29]–[33], etc. Based on the above description, Tahir
et al. [21] propose a Hybrid Model for phishing detection
via Ensemble Learning. The author mainly use the Bag-
ging [32] method to train the phishing dataset from the UCI
machine learning repository [20]. The author combined the
results of several algorithms for phishing analysis. The al-
gorithm includes Random Forest (RF), Naive Bayes (NB),
Fuzzy, etc. However, the identification method is to vote the
prediction results of all algorithms. If the prediction result
is that the phishing website has a large number of votes, it is
identified as a phishing website; otherwise, it is recognized
as a legitimate website. In the process of model training, the
author determines the timing of the model output by setting
the threshold.

Although heuristic analysis could enhance the phish-
ing identification capabilities, it has great correlation with
the amount of data. The higher number of collected phish-
ing websites, the wider the model can learn, which result in
better recognition ability. In contrast, when the training data
is insufficient, it’s hard to accumulate enough experience to
determine whether it is a phishing website or not and result
in higher error rate. However, the lifecycle of phishing web-
site is short, it is not easy to collect large number of phish-
ing pages. Also, the number of normal websites is much
larger than the number of malicious websites, which made
the heuristic analysis model trend to give the normal predic-
tion. Therefore, this research proposed Intelligent Learning
Architecture that balanced the gap between the number of
normal and malicious website, and generated more data au-
tomatically.

3. Intelligent Learning Architecture

In this study, we developed intelligent learning architecture,
which is shown in Fig. 2.

Since the method of Heuristic analysis can solve the
problem that black list and Image-based method would
have, this research mainly focus on the extension of Heuris-
tic analysis method and solved the problem of having insuf-
ficient data.

In this study, we used the Data processing layer to gen-
erate the insufficient data by SMOTE method and analyze
the validity of each feature through ANOVA, X2 and Infor-
mation Gain method.

3.1 Training Dataset

In this component, we collect a large number of phishing
sites and legitimate sites through the network. We then send
the URL to the pre-processing unit and finally, extract the
raw data as the training data.

In this study, we collected 24471 phishing sites from
PhishTank in the collection model, with 3850 legitimate
sites retrieved from the target column of the corresponding

Fig. 2 Learning architecture
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Table 1 Phishing Features

Symbol Feature Symbol Feature
f1 is http connection f15 null a tag
f2 is ip address f16 script block rate
f3 dots f17 style block rate
f4 is special words f18 get title feature
f5 url linkin num f19 is login form
f6 url traffic rank f20 is with whois
f7 get kbytes f21 get time
f8 is frame f22 is redirect
f9 is meta redirect f23 ipv4 numbers
f10 is meta base64 redirect f24 ipv6 numbers
f11 same extern domain script rate f25 organization
f12 same external domain link rate f26 is alias
f13 same external domain img rate f27 is weird serial
f14 external a tag same domain f28 get day age

phishing sites. Basically, the number of phishing sites was
considerably larger than the number of legitimate sites, be-
cause hackers usually imitate a specific legitimate site and
design multiple similar phishing sites.

3.2 Feature Extractor Module

When the collected URL, including the phishing and the
normal website, is transferred to the Feature Extraction
Module, the module will perform feature extraction.

Feature representation is essential as it provides the
data matrix for training and detecting phishing web pages.
This research represents the web pages by using 28
URL features used as suspicious features in previous re-
search [21], [32], [35]; these features are listed in Table 1.

• is http connection ( f1): In the process of applying for
https encryption, the certification authority is required
to verify whether the content of the applied website has
its legitimacy and certainty. Therefore, using https pro-
tocol exists to verify the validity of the website. If it
uses http protocol, the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• is ip address ( f2): Some Phishing’s URL had IP ad-

dress. For example, https://192.168.0.159/index.php.
If having IP address, the value will be ‘1’, otherwise
‘0’.
• dots ( f3): The creation of phishing websites is to al-

low users to be deceived due to their lack of protection.
Therefore, well-known domain names are often added
to phishing URLs as sub-domains, which can be used
to confuse victims and make them believe that this is
the URL of a legitimate website. The value will be the
number of dots in a url.
• is special words ( f4): Phishing websites usually add

special symbols to the URL, such as @, —, *, which
are mainly to confuse the user’s vision, and thus allow
the user to click the phishing link. If the url contain
special words, the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• url linkin num ( f5): This feature counts the number of

URLs that are linked to the current website.
• url traffic rank ( f6): The ranking of Alexa Rank as a

feature has considerable influence. Since traditional

phishing websites have low-life characteristics, their
rankings are normally less than 100,000. If true, the
value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• get kbytes ( f7): In general, phishing websites will re-

duce the risk of detection by using a large amount of
CSS, that makes the appearance of web pages with high
similarity. Therefore, this study uses the size of the
webpage format as one of the features.
• is frame ( f8): The Iframe is an HTML tag that causes

the page content of the current web page to display the
page content of other web pages. Hackers can use the
“iframe” tag and close their borders, which will cause
the browser to render a visual depiction. If true, the
value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• is meta redirect ( f9): Using the meta refresh to redirect

the address. If true, the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• is meta base64 redirect ( f10): Encoding the address by

base64 and the meta refresh to redirect this encoding
variable (address). If true, the value will be ‘1’, other-
wise ‘0’.
• same extern domain script rate ( f11): Phishing usu-

ally use the JavaScript to reference many external re-
sources. Therefore, it is possible to count the highest
proportion of external websites in the JavaScript and
to identify whether the website quotes many external
links.
• script block rate ( f12): Since many phishing websites

use JavaScript to steal the templates of legitimate web-
sites, this study uses the ratio of the JavaScript usage
as one of the features.
• style block rate ( f13): Phishing websites usually use a

lot of CSS to imitate, so observe the proportion of CSS
in the entire html, which can identify whether this site
is imitate other websites.
• external a tag same domain ( f14): A phishing website

is usually link to the outside by a tag, so observe the
highest proportion of external links by a tag, which can
identify whether this site is suspicious.
• null a tag ( f15): The remaining links in phishing web-

sites are usually not clickable. Like Gmail’s phishing
website, its forgot email tag cannot be clicked. There-
fore, this study will calculate how many null tags are in
the entire web page as one of the reference features.
• same external domain link rate ( f16): In general, the

referenced resource of the phishing websites and the
linked domain name after clicking the links are not un-
der its own domain name. This study counts the highest
proportion of its external websites as one of its features.
• same external domain img rate ( f17): Phishing web-

sites often reference external images, so observe the
highest proportion of external links by img tag, which
can identify whether this site is imitate other websites.
• get title feature ( f18): Some phishing sites want to

mimic a particular site, so it sets the title to the name
of the object to be mimicked. If the title mimicked the
popular site from Alexa statistic, the value will be ‘1’,
otherwise ‘0’.
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• is login form ( f19): The purpose of creating a phishing
website is to steal personal data or confidential infor-
mation. Therefore, by judging whether this webpage
format contains a login form, it can doubt whether this
website has the possibility of phishing websites. If true,
the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• is with whois ( f20): DNS records the domain name

information of each website. When a DNS record is
not recorded or missing, it is identified as a suspicious
URL. If true, the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• get time ( f21): Phishing websites are usually set up

on bad web servers or remote areas, so their response
speed is slow. The value is the amount of time when
download a webpage.
• is redirect ( f22): A phishing website usually sends

user’s personal information to an externally con-
structed database and forwards it to other domains.
Therefore, this study counts whether there is a behav-
ior of header forwarding as one of the features. If true,
the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• ipv4 numbers and ipv6 numbers ( f23 and f24): The

number of phishing websites is usually not large, so
the number of ipv4 and ipv6 is one of the characteris-
tics. The value will be the number of ipv4 and ipv6 ip
under the web server respectively.
• organization ( f25): The hostname of a normal URL is

usually the same as the name of the registrar, such as
www.apple.com, its registrar is APPLE. Therefore, dis-
tinguishing the registrar’s name and hostname in the
Whois information may also be a feature. If true, the
value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• is alias ( f26): Phishing websites often create new sub-

domains and domain aliases in their DNS zones with-
out the victim’s knowledge. These aliases can be used
for spam, phishing sites, or mail accounts. This study
will identify whether there is an alias in the DNS record
as a feature. If true, the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.
• is weird serial ( f27): Legitimate websites are regularly

maintained and updated, and phishing websites are not
regularly updated frequently. Therefore, one of the fea-
tures can be viewed by identifying whether the website
is regularly updated. If true, the value will be ‘1’, oth-
erwise ‘0’.
• get day age ( f28): Most phishing websites have a very

short survival time. Therefore, it can be viewed via
Whois command. There are many documents point-
ing out that the minimum age of its legal domain is 6
months. If the age of website is smaller than 6 months,
the value will be ‘1’, otherwise ‘0’.

3.3 Feature Evaluation Module

When the extracted feature URL is sent to the feature eval-
uation module for analysis, the unrelated and noise feature
information will be filtered out.

There are three bases for the assessment here, which is

to assess the degree of data cluster, data distribution, and
data independence. This study mainly uses Information
Gain, ANOVA, and X2 methods [36] to analyze and evaluate
each extracted feature. Each feature evaluation method has
different characteristics, such as Information Gain is used to
assess the degree of the data cluster and to understand the
degree of confusion in the features. Then, ANOVA and X2

are used to estimate the probability distribution of the data.
In this study, when the assessed feature is not related

and influential, this feature is initially filtered to improve the
stability and effectiveness of the detection model. Finally,
the more relevant and influential features are extracted to
next layer for training.

3.4 Data Generation Module

After the feature evaluation module, the final extracted fea-
ture can make the model more stable, and the training time
can be greatly shortened. In this study, we used the extracted
feature output from feature evaluation module for generat-
ing the insufficient data that solving the data imbalance issue
and enhancing the detection coverage of the model.

Phishing websites typically imitate legitimate websites,
so the number of phishing websites is much larger than the
legitimate websites, which arise the issues of data imbalance
between the phishing website and legitimate website during
data collection. Also, data imbalance leads the model trend-
ing to the category with larger number of data. To solve
the problem of model migration, this study utilizes SMOTE
method to generate new instances, which complement the
category with lesser data. Since the existing literature does
not have much discussion on this issue, this study proposes
to use the SMOTE method in this architecture.

The theory of SMOTE is to find K nearest neighbor
data points of the same category and draw lines between
each other, then generate similar data on lines. The formula
is as follows:

xnew = xi + (x′ − xi) × δ
xi is a data point random select from the minority class

dataset; x′ is the other data point that is nearest to δ is be-
tween 0 and 1.

In the experiment, this study assessed the difference
and accuracy of SMOTE. Finally, this study proposes a more
stable and highly accurate generation framework for phish-
ing research.

3.5 Intelligent Learning Algorithm

Finally, when the generated data and the original training
data are sent to intelligent learning module, the module will
train the detection model and optimize the weight of the
model.

Once the features have been extracted, a binary classi-
fier is trained using the presented 28 URL features. In this
study, we used the traditional learning algorithms with en-
semble learning [32] such as bagging, Adaboost, and voting.
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Fig. 3 Ensemble learning

Ensemble learning helps to improve the results of traditional
machine learning algorithms by combining multiple detec-
tion models, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, this study eval-
uated the use of the RF [21] method and of XGBoost [35]
with imbalanced learning [37] to make up the problem of
data imbalance.

Bagging or voting is a classification algorithm that uti-
lizes many weaker models to build a stronger model that
represents the average of the weaker models, as shown in
Fig. 3. The Bagging mechanism is to sample the training
data repeatedly, and generate multiple subsets, then create
multiple models in sequence, and finally combine the re-
sults of all models together. In this method, bagging helps
to reduce variance for training the model. The formula is as
follows:

fprediction =
1
n

n∑

i=1

f (x)i

fprediction is the final prediction result; x is a data point
from testing dataset; f (x)i represents the prediction result of
model i.

Adaboost is adaptive in the sense that subsequent weak
learners are tweaked in favor of the instances misclassified
by previous classifiers. By racing the weights of misclas-
sified training data, those data are more likely to be clas-
sified correctly at the next classifier. Assuming that m of
the n samples were classified incorrectly, the initial weight
of each sample is 1/n, and n means the number of samples.
Therefore, we have to calculate the error rate ε by error ex-
pression. The formula is as follows:

εt =

∑m
i=1 ωi∑n
j=1 ω j

εt means the error rate of the t-th classifier. ω means
the weight of each sample.

After calculating the error rate, we can calculate the
weight of this classifier for this training result. The formula
is as follows:

αt =
1
2

ln(
1 − εt

εt
)

αt means the weight of the t-th classifier. Finally, ac-
cording to the calculated error rate, the weight of the sample
with the wrong classification is increased by the following
formula.

Dt+1(i) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Dt(i) , i f yi = fpredictiont (xi)

Dt(i)
1 − εt

εt
, i f yi � fpredictiont (xi)

Dt+1 represents the training sample of the next classi-
fier; fpredictiont (xi) means the predicted value for i-th sample
xi, and yi means the actual value for i-th sample.

Therefore, we know that Adaboost is sensitive to noisy
data and outliers. In some problems, it can be less suscepti-
ble to the overfitting problem than other learning algorithms.

Further, RF is mainly composed of the bagging and
CART algorithms; training with multiple trees can enhance
the diversity of the traditional decision tree method. Finally,
XGBoost is an evolution of gradient tree boosting. It views
the correctness of each decision tree in an RF as a probabil-
ity; therefore, each tree is not necessarily correct.

Establishing a decision by CART’s algorithm and use
the Gini Index as an indicator to build a decision tree. As-
suming that dataset D contains n categories, define the Gini
Index of data set D as following formula:

Gini(D) = 1 −
n∑

j=1

p2
j

p j is the probability of belonging to category j in
dataset D. The A attribute is used to cut out the two sub-
sets D1 and D2 from the dataset D, it is defined as formula:

GiniA(D) =
|D1|
|D| Gini(D1) +

|D2|
|D| Gini(D2)

During the training process, it is determined that the
attribute is not suitable for classification according to the
degree of noise reduction, as shown in formula:

ΔGini(A) = Gini(D) −GiniA(D)

Training with multiple trees can enhance the diversity
of the traditional decision tree method. Finally, XGBoost
is an evolution of gradient tree boosting [35]. It views the
correctness of each decision tree in an RF as a probability;
therefore, the branches of each tree will be decided whether
to be cut through the following formula:

Lsplit=
1
2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
∑

iεIL
gi)2

∑
iεIL

hi + λ
+

(
∑

iεIR
gi)2

∑
iεIR

hi + λ
− (
∑

iεI gi)2

∑
iεI hi + λ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦−γ
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

gi = ∂y(t−1)
predicti

(yi, y
(t−1)
predicti

)

hi = ∂
2
y(t−1)

predicti

(yi, y
(t−1)
predicti

)

Assume that IL and IR are the datasets of the left and
right nodes after the separation. λ is the hyperparameter
for this formula. gi and hi were the first derivative and
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secondary derivative of the output result under the branch,
which can find the weight for the detection model with the
minimum error. Assuming I = IL

⋃
IR, the loss reduction

after splitting is as shown in above formula.

4. System Performance Analysis

This section presents the verification of the accuracy and the
stability of each module proposed in this paper. In the ex-
periment, each model was analyzed separately, and the most
suitable detection model algorithm was thus found. Finally,
the performance analysis of the intelligent learning architec-
ture will be discussed in the following section.

4.1 Experimental Environment

In this study, we crawled 3850 legitimate sites and 24471
phishing sites from PhishTank, Common Crawl, and Alex
and extracted 28 features by using the feature extraction
module. The machine learning algorithms used in this
study were run on the TensorFlow architecture provided by
Google. The detailed hardware configuration is shown in
Table 2, and the software configuration of the analysis ar-
chitecture is shown in Table 3.

4.2 Performance Analysis

This section describes the results of the proposed module
implemented in the experimental environment and a detailed
analysis of the results of each training module. In order to
make the topic of this study more similar to a real-life case,
the proportion of data between the phishing websites and the
legitimate websites was unbalanced. In the early stage of
this study, to explore the diversity of phishing websites, the
amount of data of the phishing websites was larger than that
of the legitimate websites. Therefore, if these data were di-
rectly sent to the machine learning algorithm, a model offset
might occur. To solve this problem, the Synthetic Minority
Over-sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) method was used to
generate the corresponding to the minority class instances
in the early stage of this study.

This study evaluated the performance of the XGBoost

Table 2 Hardware configuration

Symbol Feature
CPU Intel(R)Xeon(R)CPUE5-2620 v4
Memory 32GB
Linux Ubuntu 16.04
GPU 3*MSI GTX 1080Ti 11G
HDD 2TB
SSD 256GB

Table 3 Software configuration

Symbol Feature
cuDNN V6.0
CUDA V8.0
TensorFlow V1.1

algorithm with imbalanced learning by comparing it with
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), SVM, LR, KNN, Linear
Combination Extreme Learning Machine (LC-ELM), deci-
sion tree of C4.5, RF, and XGBoost alone. The optimal
number of hidden nodes was the only parameter that could
be determined for single ELM; therefore, we set the number
of hidden nodes to 5-20 and constructed 100 simulations for
each number by using a 10-fold cross-validation to deter-
mine this parameter. The results revealed that 10 was the
optimal number of hidden nodes. In addition, the number
of weaker classifiers were set to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35,
40, 45, and 50 for the bagging algorithm and implemented
10 simulations for each given estimator size. The testing
accuracies for each estimator size are shown in Fig. 4.

In this study, five classification algorithms were com-
bined into three weak classifiers. The weak classifier algo-
rithm included decision tree C4.5, K-nearest neighbor, lo-
gistic regression, extreme learning machine, and RBF. The
special symbols for each classifier are listed in Table 4.

The voting algorithm identified the results of the three
weak classifiers by using a voting mechanism. Finally,
the identification result was the category with the highest
number of votes. This section describes the difference and
effectiveness between various combinations for the voting
mechanism. In this experiment, we used a 10-fold cross-
validation method to train the model and then, to evaluate
the stability and the accuracy of the models. The results of
the performance analysis are shown in Fig. 5.

Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows the analysis result after the
10-fold cross-validation. It mainly sums up the confusion
matrix of each fold and calculates the average value. Fi-
nally, precision, recall, accuracy, and standard deviation are
calculated separately.

According to the analysis results of bagging as shown

Fig. 4 Accuracy of bagging, XGBoost with imbalanced learning, and
random forest

Table 4 Special symbols for each classifier

Symbol Mean
c Decision Tree C4.5
k K Nearest Neighbor
l Logistic Regression
e Extreme Learning Machine
s Support Vector Machine (RBF)
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Fig. 5 Accuracy of voting algorithm with different combinations of clas-
sifiers

Fig. 6 Analysis of voting algorithm with different combinations of clas-
sifiers after 10-fold cross-validation

in Fig. 4, the performance of the RBF kernel for the SVM al-
gorithms exceeded SVM algorithm with other kernels. Fur-
ther, the algorithms with tree-structure got good classifica-
tion result. We can conclude that the features used in this
study were non-linear, which is not suitable for linear clas-
sification algorithms. Also, when the voting algorithm con-
tained the SVM RBF kernel classifier or the tree structure
classifier, the accuracy was fairly good. As shown in Fig. 6,
the accuracy of the voting model trained by using differ-
ent combinations of the classifiers was between 93.34% and
94.2%, and the standard deviation was between 1.31% and
1.8%.

Adaboost is one of the mechanisms of ensemble learn-
ing. The concept is also to train multiple weak classifiers
of the same algorithm and combine these classifiers into a
strong classifier. However, this algorithm is slightly differ-
ent from the previous two methods. This method mainly en-
larges the wrong data points that were identified in the pre-
vious classifier and hopes that the next classifier can distin-
guish them correctly during the classification process. The
weak classifier algorithm includes decision tree C4.5, K-
nearest neighbor, logistic regression, extreme learning ma-
chine, support vector machine, and linear-combination ex-
treme learning machine. In this experiment, we used the 10-
fold cross-validation method for the analysis and the evalu-
ation. The analysis results are shown in Fig. 7.

In this experiment, we trained 5-50 classifiers for dif-
ferent weak classifier algorithms by using the Adaboost
method and evaluated the model through a 10-fold cross-

Fig. 7 Accuracy of adaboost algorithm with different estimators

Fig. 8 Analysis of adaboost algorithm with different estimators after 10-
fold cross-validation

validation. Finally, the average of the confusion matrix for
each fold was calculated, and precision, recall, accuracy, and
standard deviation were calculated separately for the best
number of classifiers. The results are shown in Fig. 8.

According to Fig. 8, the accuracy of the strong classi-
fiers trained by the Adaboost mechanism was approximately
between 91.22% and 93.84%, and the standard deviation
was between 1.21% and 2.27%.

According to the analysis results of the three above-
mentioned methods, the information of the 28 features used
in this study was more suitable for the tree structure algo-
rithm. According to the bagging mechanism, the accuracy
of the algorithm of decision tree C4.5 was higher than that
of the other algorithms, and both Adaboost and voting had
the same benefits. However, the optimization method of the
feed-forward neural network was relatively simplified and
thus not suitable for this research. For example, ELM is
much faster to train the detection model, but cannot encode
more than one layer of abstraction. This method may do
fine on relatively simple things like MNIST, but it’s not go-
ing to be able to recognize complex things, without having
an astronomically sized hidden layer. In this study, we have
drawn a three-dimensional data distribution to analyze the
distribution of two categories of data. However, we found
the two categories of data points showed a serious overlap
from the three-dimensional data distribution, as shown in
Fig. 9. Red dots in Fig. 9 are data points of phishing web-
sites, green triangles are data points of normal websites. The
three-axis x, y, and z are the top 3 important features evalu-
ated by ANOVA.
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Fig. 9 Three-dimensional data distribution

We know that SVM with linear kernel or Logistic Re-
gression classifies data points via linear equations, so when
data overlaps in feature space, it is difficult to classify good
results. In this study, our data distribution has a serious over-
lap as shown in Fig. 9, so we know the classification of linear
methods, such as logistic regression and SVM algorithms
with linear kernel, was not suitable for this study.

According to the above analysis, in this study, this
study analyzed and evaluated the tree-structured classifica-
tion algorithm in the later stage of this research. The algo-
rithm included RF and XGBoost.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

Although various approaches have been used to mitigate
phishing attacks, such attack techniques remain a serious
Internet security problem. In this paper, we presented novel
architecture using the techniques of machine learning, arti-
ficial intelligence, and deep learning to complete phishing
detection in a software-defined networking environment. In
the training process, we extracted 28 features to teach the
model and tried a number of machine learning algorithms
including bagging, RF, and XGBoost. We found that using
the final extracted 28 features from feature evaluation mod-
ule to train the model could achieve higher accuracy through
the XGBoost algorithm with imbalanced learning. In addi-
tion to filtering out unrelated feature information from fea-
ture extraction module, the SMOTE method also improves
the detection coverage of the model, making the detection
model more robust and accurate. In this study, we used the
SMOTE method to generate some uncovered or uncollected
data, which can increase the coverage of this model detec-
tion. Experimental results showed that our proposed learn-
ing architecture with SMOTE method performed the best
with respect to accuracy, precision, and recall. From this
point of accuracy and feasibility, this system can be imple-
mented in a network environment. The future development
of the proposed learning algorithm architecture will include
the application of deep learning [1], [12], [13] to update the
detection model and its application to websites for testing.

Since this research is still in the research stage, the volume
between the testing traffic and real-word traffic have slightly
differences. Will focus on exploring the prediction time and
processing speed in the future. Further, we will cooperate
with relevant research units or companies to provide higher
network security for the users.
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